ABSTRACT In the promising time of the Internet, connected things have the ability to communicate and share information. The Internet of Things (IoT) cannot be implemented unless the security-related concerns have been resolved. Sharing information among different devices can compromise the private information of users. Thus, a suitable mechanism is needed to exclude the risk of malicious and compromised nodes. As follows, trust has been proposed in the literature as a useful technology to maintain users' security. Prior studies have proposed diverse trust management mechanisms to achieve adequate trust. The approach of cross-domain trust management is neglected that requires enormous considerations to address the difficulties related to cross-domain communication. In this paper, a cross-domain robust distributed trust management (RobustTrust) system is proposed, which makes a device fit for assessing trust towards different devices locally. In this system, the trust is divided into three components of security that help IoT nodes to become robust against compromised and malicious devices/nodes. The novelty of the proposed mechanism can be summarized in these aspects: A highly scalable trust mechanism, multiple components of evaluation to enhance robustness against attacks, and use of recommendations along with the feedback to build knowledge. Furthermore, the proposed mechanism is event-driven that helps nodes to evaluate trust more effectively as well as enhance the system efficiency. The proposed work is compared with the available trust evaluation schemes by concentrating on various attributes, such as trustworthiness, usability, and accuracy among others. The RobustTrust is validated by the extensive simulations considering absolute trust value's performance, the accuracy of trust estimation, and several potential attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) [1] is an evolving large-scale Internet comprising a large number of connected devices to communicate with one another [2] , [3] . In IoT, things can be human beings, monitors, laptops, smart devices [4] , and sensors [5] . The new IoT paradigm has also introduced further applications, for instance, smart cities [6] , [7] , smart grids [8] , and most importantly e-health [9] , [10] .
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All these applications are aimed to improve the quality of life [11] . However, achieving all these applications depends on strong security means [12] to protect these billions of IoT devices [13] . Due to the heterogeneous environment of IoT, security is considered as a major factor that includes trust, access control [14] , secure middle-ware [15] , authentication [16] , etc. The technologies involved in the IoT enable information sharing [17] among nodes, which raise an issue that how a single node can trust other nodes and how much information does a node share to preserve the privacy. To address this problem, the research community has proposed trust management mechanisms [18] that make the node capable of maintaining trust and mitigating the risk of communication and information sharing with malicious and compromised nodes.
The motivation behind providing trust management mechanism is to make IoT nodes robust against misbehaving and compromised nodes [19] . Misbehavior of the compromised nodes raises the risk of false recommendations. If a node communicates and shares information with a malicious node, it may lead to a privacy compromise [20] . Furthermore, misbehaving nodes can execute several attacks and can also send wrong recommendations during their compromised status [21] . Hence, trust mechanisms have been introduced to eliminate security limitations. Now, with trust, each node evaluates trust towards other nodes before starting its communication procedures. If the degree of trust meets the threshold value, then the node will communicate, otherwise it will ignore those nodes with lower degrees.
There are several proposed trust management mechanisms that can be categorized as distributed [22] and centralized [23] . There are numerous shortcomings of centralized trust management mechanisms and a significant one among all is that if the central authority gets compromised, then there is no substitute gadget to manage and/or control the degree of trust. The compromised central authority can affect the entire network [24] while the significant advantage of distributed trust management mechanism [25] is that each device manages trust on its own and one compromised node cannot affect the aggregate network. Each model has its own parameters for the trust evaluation. Some of the existing trust mechanisms are discussed in Section II. Trust is considered as a vital issue that requires a huge amount of consideration. The existing trust management literature addresses the issue of misbehaving nodes, while some of these mechanisms focus on IoT attacks [26] .
To design a trust mechanism, we follow the framework of Sharma et al. [27] . The proposed framework is generic to trust management and consists of multiple phases that perform specific activities. These phases involve trust gathering, trust computation, trust dissemination, update, and maintenance. The trust gathering phase is further divided into three sub-categories in which the first step is to choose the parameters of a trust management mechanism along with the information gathering and type of information. The information gathering signifies data that is used to compute trust that can be qualitative or quantitative. The second phase consists of classifying the working of a trust management mechanism, which performs computation and utilizes a suitable approach that can be statistical [28] , probability [29] or intelligent fuzzy [30] and machine learning [31] approach. Furthermore, after clinching the information gathering and trust computation phase, the succeeding phase is trust dissemination in which the suitable working scenario of trust management mechanism is required to finalize that it works as a central authority or distributed. In the last phase, it is required to identify that the trust estimation process works as event-driven or FIGURE 1. Generic trust management framework for IoT [27] .
time-driven. Figure 1 illustrates the broader view of the trust management framework.
The proposed trust management mechanism divides the trust into three components where each component contains trust parameters to evaluate trust towards other nodes. These trust components provide nodes with the capability of robustness against attacks. In the proposed mechanism, a node gathers information from direct observations and recommendations, and scale the information quantitatively from 0.0 to 1.0 based on the pre-defined trust parameters. The trust dissemination is distributed which helps nodes to act independently and make them able to evaluate the trust locally. The major significance of distributed trust is that the nodes do not have to rely on any centralized authority. To improve the scalability and efficient utilization of limited storage, the node only stores the computation of experience component for the future. The experience evaluation can be used in the future with the help of trust propagation and aggregation. The trust development phase is responsible to form the overall trust of the components by using summation function [32] . Trust management will manage the overall trust evaluation of the interacting nodes.
The remaining article is organized as follows: Section II concisely illustrates the overview of existing trust management mechanisms. Section III contains detailed descriptions of the proposed trust mechanism along with the working, trust composition, and trust development of the RobustTrust. Section IV and V present the comparison and performance evaluation of the proposed mechanism with the existing schemes, and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Trust management plays an important role to provide reliable data merging [33] . It also helps to eliminate the risk of user privacy [34] and information security [35] . In this section, a literature survey has been conducted on the existing trust management mechanisms. Various proposed approaches are explained that evaluate trust and provide security to communicating gadgets in the IoT environment.
In 2012, a dynamic trust management protocol (DTP) was proposed for the IoT-based applications [36] . In the DTP, every node acts as an autonomous node to manage trust towards other nodes. Trust assessment in this model is event-driven and is based on multiple trust parameters, i.e., cooperativeness, community interest, and honesty. The evaluation of this mechanism shows that the protocol is resilient towards misbehaving nodes. In the IoT, nodes generate a bulk amount of data and trust management must provide the capability that the nodes can collect and analyze the trust in a trustworthy manner. The DPT lacks to analyze data and to uphold the confidentiality of users.
In 2013, a community of interest (CoI) based trust management for IoT was proposed to achieve scalability and adaptivity [37] . The model considers the CoI for the formation of nodes communities. The trust composition consists of multiple parameters, such as honesty, cooperativeness, and community interest. The presented study addresses the limited storage of nodes and proposes a storage management strategy. In the storage strategy, when a trustor computes trust towards a trustee, then the evaluation is stored in the empty space of the storage. When the storage space is full, then the trustor deletes trust of the earliest interacting node with below median. The storage management strategy also helps to improve the scalability and efficiency of the available limited nodes' storage. The quality of IoT service is an important aspects, therefore, the CoI based trust management mechanism may perform better by adding quality of IoT services.
Trustworthiness management mechanism (TMM-IoT) was proposed in [38] for the social IoT. The study focuses on the problem of how social IoT members process available information to build mechanisms for nodes on the basis of their behavior. The TMM-IoT are of two types, i.e., objective and subjective trustworthiness [39] . The trust elements used in the proposed mechanism are feedback systems, the entire amount of transactions, relationship factor, credibility, transaction factor, computation capability, and the notion of centrality. It is also mentioned that the subjective model has a delayed response. The objective model suffers when a node is trustworthy for the entire network but may contain the opinion from malicious or compromised nodes.
A trust management mechanism is proposed for the wireless sensor network, known as lightweight trust management based on Bayesian and entropy (LTMBE) [40] . The proposed approach utilizes Bayesian [41] and entropy [42] to perform trust computations. The LTMBE uses Bayesian to evaluate the trust of a node while the trust value estimation depends on the history of trust and decay factor. The mechanism further checks the trust value using the confidence level. The value of trust is deemed credible when the confidence level of that value is higher. The decay factor enhances the accuracy while evaluating trust and confidence level reduces the energy consumption. The intention of utilizing entropy theory is to specify weights to various values of trust.
In 2016, trust-based service management (TBM) for the IoT environment was proposed in [43] . The design of the proposed trust management model is adaptive and trust composition involves cooperativeness, community interest, and honesty. The trust assessment is achieved by recommendations and direct observations. In the proposed trust management model, the mechanism uses the past and new information with the help of propagation and aggregation that combines the information continuously. The trust formation is used to formulate the overall trust and trust management controls. The major concern of the TBM is the secure transmission of data and the maintenance of trust during communications.
Dirichlet-based trust management system (DB-TMS) was proposed in [44] , which addresses the on-off attacks [45] and dishonest recommendations [46] in IoT. The parameters of trust used in this model are feedback system, service level threshold, service transacting weight, and computation capabilities weight. The trust composition of the proposed model is based on recommendations and direct observations. The DB-TMS uses the prediction factor and mitigates the dishonest recommendations to prevent on-off attacks while the proposed mechanism does not consider the security and reliability of collected data.
Another trust management scheme was proposed in [47] , which helps mitigating on-off attacks using distributed trust management. For the computation of trust, the proposed model uses the information generated by direct observations. The initial value of the trust is zero, which shows that all nodes are set as unknown. The trust is built on the basis of several services provided by network nodes. The limitation of this scheme is that it only uses direct observations for the trust evaluation, while the use of recommendations is required to generate more effective and accurate trust.
In 2017, an efficient trust evaluation scheme (ETES) was proposed in [48] , which focuses on the behavior detection of IoT nodes. The approach of evaluation in the ETES is quantitative. The factors that are used to evaluate trust consist of repetition rate, consistency of content packet, delay, and integrity. The proposed model uses the D-S theory [49] to infer and integrate the trust. The evaluation of ETES with the existing ones shows more adaptivity. Moreover, the evaluation results also show that the scheme is more robust against attacks.
Context-based trust management system (CB-TMS) for the IoT was proposed in [50] . The objective of this system is to use the trust value of a single node in different contexts. The VOLUME 7, 2019 components of this model are i) objects that are used by their owner, ii) a service owner for the authentication of each entity, and iii) a trust management server for the evaluation of trust. The trust parameters involved in this model are feedback system, transaction weight, and computation capabilities weight. The significant of this model is the use of decision tree [51] to analyze the relationship among network components. The considerable aspect to increase the CB-TMS security and robustness is to use recommendations to evaluate the indirect trust. In addition, the generality of the system is uncertain.
A dependable trust management mechanism (GroupTrust) [52] is proposed that essentially focus to utilize the susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) model [53] . The proposed research also stated that the estimation of trust individually depending on direct observations can become vulnerable. The GroupTrust seeks to provide a reliable trust mechanism during several potential attack [54] executions. The GroupTrust utilizes the feedback credibility based on pairwise similarity to maintain adequate resilience towards attacks. The significance property of the proposed model is the use of SIR model that specifies the threshold value of trust propagation that will enhance the credibility of the degree of trust. The experimental evaluation of GroupTrust shows the resilience towards diverse potential attacks and remains highly scalable.
An adaptive IoT trust measurement scheme was proposed in [55] , which combines the communication history and stereotypical reputation. The proposed scheme works by evaluating a user's trust value towards nodes. In addition, the scheme combines the user's trust value with the personal trust from the interaction history. This scheme works in the following four phases: In the first step, the scheme captures the current situation's characteristics. The extraction of the situation's experience is produced in the second step. In the third step, the scheme uses history and performs computations to evaluate personal trust. Finally, the estimation scheme uses the evaluated personal trust and computes the final trust with a stereotypical reputation.
A trust management system based on communities of interest (TM-CoI) was proposed for IoT [56] . The TM-CoI integrates the transaction and social factors. The significance of this system is that the prediction has been made by using kalman filtering technique. A mechanism of using kalman filtering [57] might be effective to prevent several attacks and also to predict the behavior of nodes. The accuracy and efficiency of TM-CoI need to be evaluated in the context of identify trust by focusing on the scalability and effective identity management of nodes.
A trust management mechanism (TMM) was proposed in [58] for the reliable decision making among different things in the IoT environment. Trust evaluation in this model is done using direct observations and no recommendations are used by the trustor for building trust. The trust parameters used in this model are centrality, cooperativeness, and community interest. The proposed system also calculates the expected and overall trust. The TMM is effective for direct trust evaluation but the considerable attention is required to maintain the quality of service provided by one node to others efficiently.
Another trust management mechanism, i.e., SGSQoT [59] is proposed that utilizes the concept of community to maintain trust among nodes in IoT. The proposed mechanism considers self, social, green, and QoT trust. The study also stated that none of the existing trust management mechanism used these attributes together. The self-trust is calculated based on data processing, data privacy, and data transmission trust. The green trust [60] correlates to the environment and utilizes lifetime and response trust to estimate green trust. The direct trust computation consists of QoS and social trust that is further divided into sub-trust parameters. The indirect trust computations depend on recommendations and the trust value is calculated by obtaining recommendations from various neighboring nodes.
III. PROPOSED TRUST MANAGEMENT MECHANISM
Traditional methods for protecting IoT devices are cryptography [61] and access control [62] . However, in IoT, these methods alone cannot provide enough security due to complexity and heterogeneous communications. A compromised node can authenticate its bogus information using valid cryptography [63] . Access control is suitable for distributed environments [64] , but every node that wants to be a part of the Internet, its identity must be embedded in the access control list.
Trust management is introduced as an alternative to all traditional methods that are able to resolve the above mentioned issues. Trust can be provided (with a mechanism) to IoT devices so that they can maintain trust relation locally. In this section, we elaborate the proposed RobustTrust system. In the RobustTrust, the goal is to provide devices with the capability in such fashion that they can distribute trust among other nodes and show resilience towards attacks. The trust management system is event-driven, which means that the trust value is updated only when a node interacts with other network nodes.
In the RobustTrust system, a node can distribute the evaluated experience of a particular node with other nodes. The RobustTrust is divided into three components which contains trust parameters for an efficient evaluation of trust. In level one component, the knowledge of a node towards other nodes is built by computing compatibility, integrity, and feedback. In level two component evaluation, a node builds the reputation of the interacting nodes on the basis of honesty, reliability, and cooperativeness. Later on, when the interaction is done, the node evaluates the experience based on competence, recommendations, and credibility parameters. The node evaluates all parameters based on the past information and scale the evaluation on the basis of performance of trustee from 0.1 to 1.0 to formulate the absolute trust value. The process of evaluation and scaling of information is explained in section III-C and III-D. For future interactions, nodes are capable of using the evaluation of experience to build knowledge and also share their experience with other gadgets in the shape of recommendations. The experience components contain the recommendation parameter that helps gadgets to collect recommendations about a specific device. The collection of recommendations from neighboring nodes helps gadgets to increase the accuracy of trust evaluation. The trust propagation and aggregation components are included in the model that handle the past and new information for analyzing the trust calculation to meet the threshold value. By dividing the trust into these components, the proposed system is able to provide robustness to IoT nodes for keeping the resilience towards malicious nodes and potential attacks.
A. WORKING OF THE PROPOSED TRUST MANAGEMENT MECHANISM
A trust management model consists of multiple phases that perform dedicated activities. These phases are data collection, trust calculation, trust architecture, update, and maintenance. The objective of a trust management mechanism is to make nodes robust and provide the ability to nodes so that they are able to maintain trust towards other gadgets. To achieve scalability, a device can only keep evaluating the experience components data concerning the limited number of nodes. Trustors are able to build their trust using previous direct observations and recommendations. In the RobustTrust, nodes collects information from direct observations and scale them to compute trust. Figure 2 shows the direct interaction between trustor and trustee. The node is responsible to communicate along with the scaling of each parameter to evaluate the trust. The RobustTrust evaluation process is presented in Figure 3 . In the proposed mechanism, we consider all aspects of trust management and address them with multi-level trust component evaluation. The trust composition phase consists of knowledge, reputation, and experience. To make the system robust against malicious nodes, an additional component of security is proposed, named Experience. By introducing the Experience component, nodes are able to calculate their experience and use it for knowledge building, and save the evaluation data for the future use. The trust propagation and aggregation are responsible to formulate an average value of trust by combining the past and current trust evaluations. It is also significant to form an overall trust from individual properties. To resolve this issue, the trust development components are introduced in which all the parameters are combined together by applying standard sigma function and formulate an absolute trust value that increases the decision making ability of nodes.
In IoT, millions of gadgets would be connected to the Internet, which require to keep trust among nodes. It is observed that the centralized trust management is not sufficient and may lead to delay. Thus, we consider this issue and propose a distributed trust management system. To maintain the efficiency and accuracy of nodes, the proposed mechanism is both direct observation and activity-based, where a node only updates its trust among other nodes on the basis of direct observations. The node uses recommendations only when it communicates with other devices for the first time. In RobustTrust, the experience component contains the recommendation parameter, thus, the mechanism can share and recommend the evaluation to other nodes.
B. TRUST COMPOSITION
The primary objective is to propose a cross-domain robust trust management mechanism. To achieve this, the trust has been divided into three major components, i.e., knowledge, reputation, and experience. Furthermore, each component contains several trust parameters for evaluation. All trust parameters are computed separately, as discussed in the following subsections.
1) KNOWLEDGE
A node builds its knowledge among other nodes on the basis of several parameters. These parameters are compatibility, integrity, and feedback. The compatibility trust property plays an important role for the trustor because it helps devices to predict whether they are able to work together or not. If the compatibility between two nodes is of a higher degree, then the chance of any conflict between these nodes is reduced. The most significant property of trust evaluation is integrity of a node which assists the trustor to analyze that the trustee is not destructive. When the trustor computes trust concerning the trustee, the trustor calculates the commitment of the trustee towards the work. This principle can come from numerous sources, such as morality. The feedback property of trust allows a node to perform an evaluation of services provided by any other node. This dimension of trust is strictly related to the pre-evaluated data. In the proposed mechanism, the feedback about a node is collected by the evaluation of experience component. 
2) REPUTATION
Reputation belongs to the belief in which a node evaluates the character of a particular node. In the proposed model, the reputation is evaluated using three parameters, e.g., honesty, reliability, and cooperativeness of a node. The honesty property of trust shows whether the node is honest or not. When the trustor interacts with the trustee, then honesty provides information regarding the dishonesty of a node. The honesty property is really important for any domain of trust management because a malicious gadget may disturb trust management and services of IoT applications. The node reliability represents quality of being trustworthiness of trustee towards the trustor. If the reliability between the trustor and a trustee is of a higher degree, then the performance between these nodes will be better for quite a long time. The most significant property of trust that helps to increase the quality of services provided by any node is cooperativeness. It enables the trustor to evaluate whether the trustee is socially cooperative or not. The main objective of this property is to predict that IoT nodes can be cooperative in pre-arranged protocol, but they might become un-cooperative while interacting outside the prescribed protocol.
3) EXPERIENCE
Experience belongs to an event or occurrence when the trustor interacts with a trustee to perform any specific task after the trust is established between them. When the task is completed, the trustor evaluates the experience of the trustee by using pre-defined trust parameters. In the proposed mechanism, the experience is evaluated when the interaction or event has been done. Here, experience is evaluated on the basis of competence, recommendation, and end-to-end packet delivery. The competence trust property is evaluated on the basis of the ability of a node to perform a task properly or effectively. Competence is evaluated on the performance of a node towards the task performed. If the trustor evaluates the competence of a trustee and the result of evaluation is of higher degree, then it represents that the task performed by the trustee is efficient and successful. The evaluation of indirect trust is a significant aspect because when a node does not have the required information to evaluate trust of a particular node, then that node requests neighboring nodes to share their experience about a specific node. The recommendation property of trust is used in RobustTrust to collect recommendations by requesting other nodes. Let us suppose the trustor does not have any past information about the trustee, which means that the trustor does not have direct observation towards the trustee, then the trustor requests other nodes to get recommendations about the trustee for building trust. Finally, the end-to-end packet delivery property provides the degree of communication cost and delays between two nodes at the time of interaction. If the delivery of packets is faster and without any significant delay, then it will help nodes to perform a task in less time.
C. TRUST PROPAGATION AND AGGREGATION
The proposed trust management is a nonstop practice and updates trust towards gadgets whenever an event occurs. Trust propagation and aggregation continuously propagate and aggregate past and new information. The RobustTrust mechanism is based on qualitative data and the trust evaluation comes in real number, where the range of these numbers is from 0.0 to 1.0. In this range, 0.70 to 1.0 depicts the superior degree of trust or complete trust where 0.0 demonstrates the lowest degree of trust or zero trust. The trust value range can be of 0.5, in this case, the mid value shows the default degree of trust. The degree of trust ranging from 0.51 to 0.69 shows the medium trust or trust ignorance. During direct interactions, nodes collect information about the trustee and process the collected information to evaluate trust parameters. The quantitatively scaling of information is dependent on nodes, i.e., a node can assign any value based on the communication and services provided by the trustee. However, when the trustor interacts with the trustee and does not have any previous interaction or direction observation towards the trustee, then the trustor requests other nodes to provide their trust in the form of recommendations. The trustor uses the received recommendations and apply a standard sigma function [65] to evaluate the absolute value of trust concerning the trustee.
D. TRUST EVALUATION DEVELOPMENT
During the knowledge evaluation, trust parameters involve compatibility, integrity, and feedback, which are evaluated separately. The parameter of feedback is evaluated using the past experience component. Nodes evaluate and assign quantitative values to these parameters based on the response and capabilities of the trustee to perform a task efficiently. Later on, the trustor applies standard sigma function to evaluate the absolute knowledge trust evaluation. These absolute values of trust evaluation are further sent to the trust development component. The component of reputation builds trust by computing the trust parameters of honesty, reliability, and cooperativeness where a node will repeat the same process and send the absolute single value to the trust development phase. The trust development phase further processes both the evaluation of knowledge and reputation by applying the sigma function to evaluate the overall trust value of a node. The trust development component sends the overall trust value to the trust management component and then it performs trust propagation and aggregation to evaluate the final trust value. The complete process of trust evaluation is shown in Figure 3 . A node evaluates its experience when the interaction between nodes is completed. To evaluate the experience, trust parameters consist of competence, recommendations, and end-to-end packet delivery. The node will scale these parameters based on the previous interaction and evaluate the absolute trust value. The assessment of experience is used to share with other node and evaluate the feedback parameter. 
IV. EVALUATION CRITERIA OF ROBUSTTRUST
Trust management plays a vital role to ensure the IoT security [66] . To compare the proposed mechanism with the available trust management schemes, the comparison mechanism, proposed in [67] , is adapted, wherein the study focuses on several evaluation criteria, as illustrated below. In Table 1 , a comparison among the literature discussed in this paper is presented where Y shows the mechanism is capable of providing that specific service and N represents that the system lacks to provide particular services.
A. TRUSTWORTHINESS (TR)
To compare trustworthiness among trust mechanisms, our focus is on the robustness of the trust mechanism. The IoT system should be robust against potential attacks and provide enough resilience towards compromised and malicious gadgets. To evaluate the trustworthiness of a trust management scheme, our focus is on the robustness of the system.
B. USABILITY (US)
This criterion refers to the ease-of-use of trust models. A trust mechanism for IoT should be useful for users. To evaluate the usability of a trust management system, we evaluate it by focusing on the ease-of-use. The significance of usability is vital because the trust management mechanism must provide security by preserving the usability all at once. 
C. ACCURACY (AC)
A trust evaluation mechanism should be accurate and efficient to evaluate trust in the heterogeneous environment of IoT. It is a vital aspect to achieve the accuracy of trust computation. To evaluate the accuracy, we focus on the ability to evaluate the trust accurately in a short interval of time. The accuracy of a trust computation helps nodes to take better decisions and also tries to maintain its robustness towards malicious nodes.
D. COMPREHENSION (CM)
The mechanism should support various factors to achieve the required degree of accurate evaluation. The significance of trust can be different for various users. It is possible that one user requires honesty and quality of service while others may need that a trust management mechanism must provide reliability and integrity. To evaluate the comprehension, our focus is the generality of trust parameters used in trust management.
E. ADAPTABILITY (AD)
The trust mechanism should be adaptive to changes in parallel to dynamic support. The mechanism is able to manage continuous changes happening in IoT. As the IoT environment is highly heterogeneous and changes occur rapidly, it is highly possible that a node have to communicate with several new nodes at the same time. In addition, the mobility is an important factor in the IoT environment, thus, trust management mechanism must be adaptive to the change. To evaluate the adaptability, our focus is to check the trust management mechanism acceptance towards changes occur around it.
F. PRIVACY (PR)
A trust evaluation mechanism should preserve the privacy of users. A trust mechanism must be able to restrict access of a node up to some extent and should ensure not to give access to the compromised node. In IoT, private data of a user is stored on nodes and every node can access data until a trust management procedure supports a mechanism to limit the access of nodes. In the evaluation of privacy, we focus on the robustness of a system to maintain the privacy and also restrict malicious nodes to access data.
G. GENERALITY (GE)
This criterion of evaluation refers to the generic trust mechanism, which means that the mechanism should be appropriate for a variety of systems, devices, and IoT applications. The evaluation of generality means that the mechanism is capable of deployment in different security situations and it provides the required efficiency and accuracy, and maintains the quality of IoT services.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the measurement outcomes of RobustTrust and comparison of the proposed work against existing trust management mechanisms. We evaluated our work against bad-mouthing, good-mouthing, and several scenarios of on-off attacks. The comparison of RobustTrust was done with SGSQoT [59] and GroupTrust [52] .
The simulations have been carried out using NS-3 simulator wherein each node has several direct neighbors that provide different services over a period of time. The percentage of a malicious node is 40 to 60 during the performance evaluation of RobustTrust against potential attacks. The value of trust parameters is pre-defined and the threshold trust value is between 0.0 and 1.0. The trust value within 0.0 to 0.5 is deemed as no trust where 0.51 to 0.69 is regarded as medium trust, and 0.70 to 1.0 is considered as impeccable or superior trust. The default value of RobustTrust is 0.5 that allows newly join nodes to communicate with other nodes and build a reputation that helps nodes provide services.
A. ABSOLUTE TRUST EVOLUTION
In this section, we measure the functioning and storage management of RobustTrust. Furthermore, the scalability is also a significant consideration during simulations under different scenarios. The evaluation parameters of computations evaluation include 300 nodes, time(m), which is 100, the number of malicious nodes, which is also 100. The threshold value of trust is 0.0 to 1.0 and the default or ground trust value is 0.5. Figure 4 shows that the proposed mechanism successfully performs trust computations and estimates the absolute degree of trust. Moreover, there are numerous disseminated malicious nodes that are capable of communication in origin because of the default degree of trust and the proposed mechanism successfully distinguishes these nodes and assigns them no trust. The only concern that was observed during simulations is the nodes with inadequate storage face difficulties to store and manage the trust value.
B. TRUST EVOLUTION OF HONEST AND DISHONEST NODES
In this section, we illustrate the variation of estimated and actual degrees of trust of dishonest and honest nodes. The simulations were run for 100 minutes. Figure 5 and 6 show that RobustTrust is able to estimate the degree of trust of the honest node within 3 minutes, while 8 minutes during trust estimation of the dishonest node. The actual and estimated trust values essentially depend on variances. The reduction in variance increases the difference of estimated and actual degrees of trust.
VI. GOOD-MOUTHING AND BAD-MOUTHING ATTACKS
In this section, we verify the effectiveness of RobustTrust toward good-mouthing and bad-mouthing attacks. The trust value is fixed, i.e., 0.0 as minimum and 1.0 as maximum. The default trust value is 0.5, time(m) is 20, and the number of transactions is set to 200.
We implement three trust management models to study the effectiveness of the proposed model against good-mouthing attacks. The decline in the degree of trust is noticed when the bad recommendation increases with time. Figure 7 shows the decline, which proves the performance of the proposed mechanism. The RobustTrust successfully identifies the good-mouthing and maintains the resilience towards attacks.
To validate the effectiveness of RobustTrust, we also implement three models with the same trust values. 
VII. ON-OFF ATTACK DETECTION
The on-off attack is one of the most significant challenges in IoT. In the majority of existing trust management mechanisms, the degree of trust decreases when the behaviors of anodes become malicious. To prove the robustness of the proposed mode, we implement two different scenarios and compare the performance with other mechanisms. In the first scenario of on-off attack, It was observed that the trust value of malicious node went down from 0.7 to 0.14 in just 6 minutes. Also, in the case of SGSQoT [59] , malicious nodes regained their trust again after a specific period. Figure 9 demonstrates experimental results that the degree of trust of malicious nodes went downward and remained unsuccessful to reacquire the superior trust.
In the second scenario of on-off, the previous experiments are repeated and the performance of RobustTrust is compared with that of the GroupTrust [52] . In this scenario, the ambiguous and unsuccessful transactions are chosen randomly. Figure 10 depicts the experimental results where the proposed mechanism successfully detects the on-off attacks and the degree of trust of malicious nodes goes down from 0.8 to 0.09 in 10 minutes and 0.0 after 26 minutes. Furthermore, in the case of GroupTrust, the trust value of malicious nodes goes down from 0.65 to 1.0, but malicious nodes regain their trust to 0.92 and 0.95 after 18 and 19 minutes, respectively.
VIII. ENERGY CONSUMPTION COMPARISON
In IoT, there are numerous nodes that have low energy capacity where the effective utilization of energy is a significant challenge [68] . To evaluate the energy consumption of RobustTrust, it is observed in joules. The experimental setup for this evaluation is time(T) = 100m where the default trust value of nodes is 0.5 and the occurrence of an event is randomly defined. Figure 11 presents the energy consumption of the proposed mechanism in comparison with that of the SGSQoT and GroupTrust. The energy consumption of the RobustTrust is higher than others as it produces added computations to evaluate the absolute degree of trust. The RobustTrust needs to evaluate knowledge and reputation when an event occurs. It also evaluates experience at the end of a particular event. The evaluation of knowledge, reputation, and experience provides adequate robustness against attacks, however, it also consumes more energy as compared to SGSQoT and GroupTrust.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this article, a trust management mechanism is proposed for IoT, which is known as robust cross-domain trust management (RobustTrust). The proposed mechanism is able to make nodes capable to act independently and evaluate trust towards other nodes locally. The mechanism contains different components to compose trust that will provide nodes with robustness against various kinds of attacks. To improve the scalability, a node only keeps the result of the experience component. Trust propagation and aggregation are used to allow the mechanism to combine the past information with the new data. The model works on direct observations and requests for recommendations only when a node interacts with others for the first time. The trust model is event-driven, which means that a node only evaluates trust when an event occurs between two nodes. In this paper, we considered to make a node robust against attacks while maintaining trust across the domain. Experimental results show the performance of RobustTrust against several attacks where the system successfully recognizes attacks and maintains robustness against potential attacks. As a future work, our plan is to extend RobustTrust and propose a lightweight cross-domain trust management mechanism where the security and node vulnerability is a significant challenge. His current research interests include resource management and traffic control in wired and wireless networks, vehicular communications, mobility and cache management in information-centric networking, and the Internet of Things. 
